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Abstract. Message Sequence Charts have proven to be a useful modeling technique especially within the requirements analysis phase of software development. However, MSCs do not support the concept of broadcast communication, which is frequently used in technical applications. In this paper, we present an extension to MSCs for the modeling of broadcast interaction scenarios. Based on the mathematical framework of timed streams we also introduce a semantics for broadcast MSCs. We thoroughly discuss methodological benefits and semantic properties of this approach, consider alternative solutions, and address its scalability with respect to complex real-time systems applications.

1. Introduction

Message Sequence Charts and similar graphical notations for component interaction have proven useful as a modeling aid for distributed system specifications. Their scope, however, is limited to point-to-point (p2p) message exchange. This significantly limits the applicability of MSCs in domains such as avionics, wireless, and automotive systems, where broadcasting and multicasting are the fundamental communication paradigms. In this paper, we propose a graphical syntax together with a formal, mathematical semantics for broadcasting scenarios. This results in an extension of the MSCs' reach to serve as an intuitive, yet formally and methodologically founded description technique for interaction behavior also for broadcast and multicasting systems. The semantics definition we give is based on the mathematical framework Focus [BS01], which was successfully employed already in [Kru00] to present a semantics for MSCs without broadcasting. A key benefit of Focus is the flexible notion of timed streams it is based on. Timed streams allow us to model, in parallel, interaction-, and state-based aspects of system behavior. This is a prerequisite for relating scenarios specified by MSCs to other artifacts of system development, such as state-automata for individual components. Moreover, as shown in [BS01], timed streams directly support powerful refinement operations, and are thus an adequate basis for systematic development methodologies.

The syntax of MSCs: MSCs capture the communication or collaboration among a set of components. Typically, an MSC consists of a set of axes, each labeled with the name of a component. An axis represents a certain segment of the behavior displayed by its corresponding component. Arrows in MSCs denote communication. An arrow starts at the axis of the sender or initiator of the communication; the axis at which the head of the arrow ends designates the communication's recipient or destination. Intuitively, the order in which the arrows occur (from top to bottom) within an MSC defines possible sequences of interactions among the depicted components.
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The MSC of Figure 1, for instance, depicts a certain section of the communication among the four components $W$, $X$, $Y$, and $Z$ within an imaginary distributed system. Time advances from the top to the bottom of the figure; this induces a temporal order on the depicted messages. Intuitively, Figure 1 captures a situation where $Y$ and $Z$ in turn, send the message *subscribe* to $X$. Then, $X$ receives message *update* from $W$. Subsequently, $X$ sends message *notify* to $Y$ and $Z$ (in that order). Upon receipt of message *notify*, component $Y$ sends message *request* to $W$, and receives message *reply* in return.

**Broadcasting vs. the communication model of MSCs:** The MSC notation as introduced above aims at p2p communication, where for every message there is precisely one sender and one receiver; this motivates using directed arrows as the representation of message exchange. The focus on p2p communication stems from the origins of MSCs: they were invented for asynchronous communication protocols in the telecommunication domain.

In technical application domains, however, other forms of communication play an equally, if not more important role. Broadcasting, for instance, is the central communication paradigm in practical embedded system applications, as found in the automotive, avionics and wireless communications domains. The increasing complexity and interconnection of such systems calls for a careful identification and documentation of their communication patterns. Adequate support for methodological modelling of interaction patterns is available only for p2p communication so far.

In this paper, we address this challenge by providing notational and semantic extensions to MSC-96 [IT96], leading to a formally founded description technique for interaction patterns in broadcasting-based systems. Our semantics incorporates broadcasting into the p2p communication model of MSCs. This foundation allows us to relate Broadcast MSCs to other architectural models of the system under development, placing an emphasis on the important aspect of communication structures and behavior. This is of use both for methodological steps such as deriving structure and behavior specifications from MSCs, as well as for verifying an implementation of the system against the specified scenarios.

**Integrated, Architecture-Centric Development with Broadcast MSCs based on UML-RT:** The simple example described above already allows us to illustrate one of the strengths of MSCs. They contain information on the distribution structure, as well as on the interaction behavior of the system under consideration. This combination helps to make explicit the coordination aspect of system behavior, beyond the local scope of individual components. MSCs, such as the one in Figure 1, show one particular interaction pattern (or scenario) among the depicted components.

MSCs represent projections of the complete system behavior on (part of) a certain task or service. The projection contains the relevant components together with their relevant behavior for the task under consideration. Instead of having to study the complete behavior descriptions of several individual components simultaneously to get an overview of what happens when the system executes the task, we can zoom in directly on the particularly interesting segment of each participating component's behavior by means of an appropriately chosen MSC.

Based on the foundation presented in this paper, MSCs play an important role in a seamlessly integrated development process we have developed in [KPS01a, KPS02, KPSB]; this process uses the description
techniques of UML-RT [SR98, Lyc98] to represent system structure and behavior. The starting point is a requirements model of the system under development. Following well-established methods for object-oriented analysis, this phase is driven by the inception and elaboration of use cases in our approach. The resulting requirements model is specified using four diagrams: class diagrams, enriched by the UML’s object constraint language (OCL), describe the essential conceptual entities of the application domain; this domain model captures key dependencies such as the existence of a communication path among central system components. Corresponding use case diagrams illustrate the participation of system components and their environment in the major features or services offered by the system. Broadcast MSCs are the central description technique within requirements analysis: They are used to identify “active” entities within the domain model, which become components in the sense of UML-RT later in the development process. Moreover, Broadcast MSCs contain the interaction patterns occurring among the active entities while they are involved in a certain use case.

These interaction patterns make a significant amount of design knowledge readily available; certain architectural aspects are directly influenced by the way components interact: component distribution, communication paths, and the underlying communication paradigms, i.e. p2p communication and broadcasting, to name just a few examples. Having this information at our disposal enables us to derive prototypes for component structures and behaviors, including protocols for both p2p and broadcast communication, using synthesis and transformation algorithms presented in [KGSB99, KPS01a, KPS02, KPSB]. The resulting component structures and behaviors specified by UML-RT’s capsule diagrams and statechart diagrams can be refined systematically in subsequent development steps. This allows us to perform the development process described so far in a truly iterative, top-down fashion. An overview on the role of the description techniques in the overall development process is given in Figure 2.

Outline: We illustrate the syntax of Broadcast MSCs by means of an example in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce the underlying concept of timed streams and define a formal semantics for Broadcast MSCs. Section 4 contains a discussion of methodological benefits and semantics properties of our approach and also reflects alternative solutions. Concluding remarks and an outlook on future work are given in Section 5.
2. Example: Broadcasting within an Autonomous Transport System

In order to illustrate our proposed semantics for Broadcast-MSCs we capture interaction patterns of an autonomous transport system within a production plant. The purpose of this system is to ensure that workpieces are transferred from their present location to another where the next production step is then carried out. Whenever a machine tool is free it requests to obtain a workpiece, which is then delivered by an autonomous vehicle (termed “heliac transport system”, or “HTS” for short). Machine tools and HTSs use broadcasting to negotiate the delivery of a workpiece: a machine tool broadcasts its requests to all HTSs; the HTSs, in turn, broadcast their offer (an estimate on how long it takes them to satisfy the request). Finally, the machine tool broadcasts which HTS has “won the deal”. We use a small part of the full, complex autonomous transport system to illustrate our semantics of broadcast MSCs. Thus, we only consider scenarios consisting of one machine tool and two HTSs. For a more complete model of the system using broadcast MSCs and description techniques of UML-RT we refer the reader to [KPS02, KPS01a, KPS01b].

In the following, we extend the syntax of ITU MSC 96 [IT96] to introduce notation for broadcast communication and apply this extension in order to identify some interaction patterns of the transport system. Figure 3 shows a possible scenario for the negotiation of a transport task.

Just as in regular MSCs, we use labeled, vertical axes to represent part of the behavior of the corresponding components within a Broadcast MSC. By means of labeled horizontal arrows we indicate p2p communication. Labeled hexagons denote control states of a component. A labeled, rounded box denotes a reference to another MSC containing the actual interaction pattern to be substituted in that place similar to a “macro expansion”. This is used to keep interaction patterns manageable in size.

Broadcast communication is modeled by a communication line without arrow head. An outlined circle marks the originator of the message and filled circles mark the corresponding receivers. This allows us to model broadcast as well as multicast communication.

In Figure 3, a machine tool announces an order using broadcast communication. Each HTS calculates its own “price”, i.e. how long it would take for this HTS to satisfy the request. This calculation is captured in more detail within another MSC, referred to as compute bid in this example; the content of compute bid is not shown here for reasons of brevity. In our example scenario, two HTSs announce a bid for the order and finally, after the machine tool ends the negotiation, HTS h has won the deal. After the negotiation, the HTS components return to their initial state relative to this scenario. Figure 4 shows a combination of broadcast and binary communication which occurs during the execution of a transport: When the HTS arrives at a machine tool to pick up a workpiece, it sends a request to the machine tool, which responds by a release message. Finally, the HTS announces the picking up of the workpiece by means of a broadcast message.
3. Semantics for Broadcast MSCs

With the semantics definition given in this section we target, in particular, distributed, reactive systems with static structure. We pay special attention to providing a semantics definition that allows us to express the interaction and state-oriented behavior in parallel. This is a prerequisite for a seamless integration of these two complementary architectural aspects; it paves the way for a powerful transformation procedure turning MSCs into state-automata (cf. [Kri00]). Here, we embed the semantics of broadcasting into the model developed in [Kri00]. Along the way we introduce the notation and concepts we need to describe the model.

3.1. System Model

To prepare the actual semantics definition, we first introduce the structural and behavioral model (the system model) we work with.

3.1.1. Notational Conventions

We start with a few notational conventions. By B and N we denote the set of booleans (the constants are true and false) and natural numbers (including 0), respectively. To denote function application we often use an infix dot ("." ) instead of parentheses to increase readability of our formulas. For \( Q \in \{V, \exists\} \) and predicates \( r \) and \( p \) we write \( \langle Q x : r.x : p.x \rangle \) to denote the respective quantification over all \( p.x \) for which \( x \) satisfies the quantification range \( r.x \). If the range is understood from the context, we omit it from the quantifying formula. As another form of reduced notation we integrate simple ranges into the specification of the quantified variable; as an example, we sometimes write \( \langle \forall x \in N : \ldots \rangle \) instead of \( \langle \forall x : x \in N : \ldots \rangle \). \( P(X) \) denotes the powerset of any set \( X \). Given sets \( Y_1, Y_2, \ldots \) we define for tuples \( y = (y_1, y_2, \ldots) \in Y_1 \times Y_2 \times \ldots \) the projection onto the \( i \)-th element of the tuple as \( \pi_i y \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} y_i \) for \( i \geq 1 \). For the closed interval between \( m \in N_\infty \) and \( n \in N_\infty \) we write \([m, n]\); if \( m > n \) then \([m, n] \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} \emptyset \). We define \( N_\infty \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} N \cup \{\infty\} \).

The mathematical model which serves as the basis for our notion of system behavior is that of streams. Streams and predicates or functions on streams are an extremely powerful specification mechanism for distributed, interactive systems (cf. [BS01, Bro99, Më99, BS01, Ste97, Rum96]). It serves particularly well for property-oriented component specifications, as well as for the definition of refinement notions and for the verification of corresponding refinement relationships between specifications (cf. [BDD+92, Rum96, Kle98, Sch98]). Here, we give a concise overview of the major concepts and notations in form of a "quick reference" table (cf. tab. 1); in this table \( X \) denotes a set of messages, \( x, x' \in X_\infty \) are streams over \( X \), \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \in X \) are some messages and \( n, m \in N \) are suitable natural numbers. For a thorough introduction to the topic, we refer the reader to [BS01, Bro99, Më99, Ste97].

We lift the operators introduced in Table 1 to finite and infinite tuples and sets of streams by interpreting them in a pointwise and elementwise fashion, respectively. Given, for instance, the stream tuple \( x : [1, m] \rightarrow X_\infty \) with \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_m) \) for \( m \in N \), we denote by \( x.n \) the tuple \( (x_1.n, \ldots, x_m.n) \), if \( n \in N \). Below, we use streams to model the behavior of components including both the communication between
components, and the states assumed by these components over time. To stress this intuition we introduce the name *timed streams* for infinite streams (time does not halt) whose elements at position \( t \in \mathbb{N} \) represent the messages transmitted or the states assumed at time \( t \). Based on this intuition we identify tuples over timed streams with streams over tuples, and call both *timed stream tuples*. For instance, we identify \( (X \times Y)^{\infty} \) with \( X^{\infty} \times Y^{\infty} \) for sets \( X \) and \( Y \). Moreover, for finite index sets \( X \) and arbitrary sets \( Y \) we identify elements of the domains \( X \to Y^{\infty} \) and \( (X \to Y)^{\infty} \). This is a technical convention that gives us a convenient way of converting streams of functions into functions, whose ranges are streams, and vice versa. If, as an example, we have \( z \in (X \to Y)^{\infty} \), and \( x \in X \), then we allow ourselves to write \( z \times x \) to obtain \( z \)'s projection onto \( x \). Similarly, if we have \( z \in (X \to Y)^{\infty} \) and \( t \in \mathbb{N} \), then we consider \( z \times t \) and \( z \times x \) as synonyms.

### 3.1.2. System Structure

Structurally, a system consists of a set \( P \) of components, objects, or processes\(^2\), and a set \( C \) of directed channels. Channels connect components that communicate with one another; they also connect components with the environment. To integrate broadcasting in our model we include a component \( bc \in P \); it forwards every incoming message to all components but the originator of the message. Intuitively, \( bc \) models a broadcasting communication bus. For this purpose, we introduce channels \( bc_{h,hts}, bc_{mt,bc} \in C \), which connect the components \( p \in P \setminus \{bc\} \) to the broadcast component \( bc \). With every \( p \in P \) we associate a unique set of states, i.e., a component state space, \( S_p \). We define the state space of the system as \( S \overset{\text{def}}{=} \Pi_{p \in P} S_p \). For simplicity, we represent messages by the set \( M \) of message identifiers.

Figure 5 shows a system structure diagram (SSDs), describing the sets \( P \) and \( C \) in graphical notation; it defines \( P = \{hHTS, iHTS, MT, bc\} \) and \( C = \{ml, lm, mh, hbc, hhts, bc_{h,hts}, bc_{bc,bc}, bc_{bc,hts}, bc_{mt,bc}, bc_{bc,mt}\} \).

Each channel \( ch \in C \) is directed from its source to its destination component. To distinguish multiple

---

\(^2\) In the remainder of this document, we use the terms components, objects, and processes interchangeably.
channels with identical source and destination components we associate a name (an element from the set \( CN \) of channel names) with every channel. Thus, we treat each channel \( ch \in C \) as a triple \( ch = (cn, es, ed) \in CN \times P \times P \), where \( cn \), \( es \), and \( ed \) denote the channel name, the source component, and the destination component of channel \( ch \), respectively. We use the functions \( chn : C \rightarrow CN \), \( src : C \rightarrow P \), and \( dst : C \rightarrow P \) to project a channel on its name, source, and destination component, respectively; hence, we have \( ch = (cn, es, ed) \Rightarrow chn.ch = cn \land src.ch = es \land dst.ch = ed \). We assume that channel names are unique within \( C \), and where no confusion can arise, identify a channel with its name.

The systems we consider here are fixed in the sense that neither set \( P \), nor set \( C \) changes over time. Table 2 summarizes these structural elements.

### 3.1.3. System Behavior

Now we turn to the dynamic aspects of the system model. We assume that the system components communicate among each other and with the environment by exchanging messages over channels. We assume further that a discrete global clock drives the system. We model this clock by the set \( \mathbb{N} \) of natural numbers. Intuitively, at time \( t \in \mathbb{N} \) every component determines its output based on the messages it has received until time \( t - 1 \), and on its current state. It then writes the output to the corresponding output channels and changes state. The delay of at least one time unit models the processing time between an input and the output it triggers; more precisely, the delay establishes a strict causality between an output and its triggering input (cf. [Bro99, BK98]).

Formally, with every channel \( c \in C \) we associate the histories obtained from collecting all messages sent along \( c \) in the order of their occurrence. Our basic assumption here is that communication happens asynchronously: the sender of a message does not have to wait for the latter’s receipt by the destination component. This allows us to model channel histories by means of streams.

We define \( \mathcal{C} \triangleq C \rightarrow M^* \) as a channel valuation that assigns a sequence of messages to each channel; we obtain the timed stream tuple \( \mathcal{C}^\infty \) as an infinite valuation of all channels. This models that at each point in time a component can send multiple messages on a single channel.

With timed streams over message sequences we have a model for the communication among components over time. Similarly we can define a succession of system states over time as an element of set \( S^\infty \).

With these preliminaries in place, we can now define the semantics of a system with channel set \( C \), state space \( S \), and message set \( M \) as an element of \( \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{C} \times S^\infty) \). Any element \( (\varphi_1, \varphi_2) \) of a system’s semantics consists of a valuation of the system’s channels \( (\varphi_1 \in \mathcal{C}^\infty) \) and a description of the system state over time \( (\varphi_2 \in S^\infty) \). The existence of more than one element in the semantics of a system indicates nondeterminism.

Table 2 lists the semantic entities for modeling system behavior.

In summary, our system model consists of two parts: the system’s static structure and its behavior. The set of channels, the set of component states, and the set of messages determine the system’s structure. The channel valuations, i.e. the occurrences of messages on channels over time, and the sequences of states determine the system’s behavior.

In the following sections we will use the system model we have defined here as the basis for defining the semantics of Broadcast MSCs.

### 3.2. Simplified Textual Syntax

To simplify the semantics definition for Broadcast MSCs we first introduce their abstract textual syntax. In the syntax definition we use an extended Backus-Naur Form (BNF) (cf. [Wir86, ASU88]).
Table 3. Behavioral elements of the system model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{C}$</td>
<td>channel valuation at a particular time point ($\hat{C} \overset{\text{rd}}{\rightarrow} C \rightarrow M$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{C}^\infty$</td>
<td>overall channel history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S^\infty$</td>
<td>state history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\hat{C} \times S)^\infty$</td>
<td>combined channel and state history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P((\hat{C} \times S)^\infty)$</td>
<td>semantics domain for system behaviors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MSC Documents:** Typically, documents containing MSC specifications consist of more than one MSC; we use the syntactic category ⟨MSCDOC⟩ to represent sequences of MSC definitions.

$$\langle\text{MSCDOC}\rangle ::= \{\langle\text{MSCDEF}\rangle\}^\ast$$

**MSC Definitions:** An MSC definition, represented by the syntactic category ⟨MSCDEF⟩, associates an interaction description (as defined by ⟨MSC⟩) to an MSC name (as defined by ⟨MSCNAME⟩), which represents a text string. The MSC name becomes important in combination with references (cf. reference compute bid in Figure 3); there it acts as a placeholder for the interaction description to which the name relates:

$$\langle\text{MSCDEF}\rangle ::= \text{msc} \langle\text{MSCNAME}\rangle = \langle\text{MSC}\rangle$$

**MSC Terms:** The syntactic category ⟨MSC⟩ represents an interaction description. It captures the syntactic correspondences between the graphical notation's arrows, broadcast lines, conditions, inline expressions, and references. In addition, it provides the syntax for expressing arbitrary interactions.

$$\langle\text{MSC}\rangle ::= \text{empty}$$

$$\langle\text{MSC}\rangle ::= \text{any}$$

$$\langle\text{MSC}\rangle ::= \langle\text{MSG}\rangle$$

$$\langle\text{MSC}\rangle ::= \langle\text{BCMSG}\rangle$$

$$\langle\text{MSC}\rangle ::= \langle\text{GMSC}\rangle$$

$$\langle\text{MSC}\rangle ::= \langle\text{MSC}\rangle : \langle\text{MSC}\rangle$$

$$\langle\text{MSC}\rangle ::= \langle\text{GMSC}\rangle \mid \langle\text{GMSC}\rangle$$

$$\langle\text{MSC}\rangle ::= \langle\text{MSC}\rangle \rightarrow \langle\text{MSCNAME}\rangle$$

For simplicity, we call elements of ⟨MSC⟩ “MSC terms” or “MSCs” for short. The intuitive interpretations of the syntactic elements in ⟨MSC⟩ is as follows: empty and any represent the absence of, and any form of interaction, respectively. ⟨MSG⟩ denotes a message specification for p2p communication; it consists of a channel name (defined by ⟨CHNAME⟩), a text string and a message header (represented by ⟨MSGH⟩).

$$\langle\text{MSG}\rangle ::= \langle\text{CHNAME}\rangle \rightarrow \langle\text{MSGH}\rangle$$

⟨BCMSG⟩ denotes a message specification for broadcast communication. It also consists of a channel name and a message header. ⟨BCHNAME⟩ denotes one of the channel names which connects a component $p \in P \setminus \{b\}$ to the component b. Thereby the sender of a broadcast message is determined implicitly.

$$\langle\text{BCMSG}\rangle ::= \langle\text{BCHNAME}\rangle \rightarrow \langle\text{MSGH}\rangle$$

⟨GMSC⟩ represents guarded MSCs; they consist of a guard specification (defined by the nonterminal ⟨GUARD⟩, a text string) and the guarded interaction description. Guards can be thought of as constraints at the state-space of the system under development. In particular, we employ guarded MSCs for modelling control states within Broadcast MSCs (cf. condition symbol waiting in Figure 3).

$$\langle\text{GMSC}\rangle ::= \langle\text{GUARD}\rangle : \langle\text{MSC}\rangle$$

Operators ; and | denote the sequencing of and the alternative between the operand interaction descriptions, respectively. $\rightarrow$ represents MSC referencing. A reference to an MSC $X$ is semantically equivalent.
to the interaction sequence represented by X. We omit the obvious definitions of the syntactic categories (MSCNAME), (CHNAME), (MSGH) and (BCHNAME); we assume all of them to define text strings.

**Example:** As an example for the representation of Broadcast MSCs in the syntax introduced above we consider again the scenario depicted in Figure 4. The scenario is a sequence of an MSC reference, two message specifications for p2p communication, and a message specification for broadcast communication. Thus, in our syntax the scenario is expressed as follows:

\[ \text{msc takeWP} \rightarrow \text{drive to location}; \text{hmvrequestWP}; \text{hmvreleaseWP}; \text{beh_{hmv,be} \circ T_transporting(johno)} \]

### 3.3. Denotational Semantics

In this section we introduce the formal, denotational semantics for Broadcast MSCs. Intuitively, we associate with a given MSC a set of channel and state valuations, i.e. a set of system behaviors according to the system model we have introduced in Section 3.1. Put another way, we interpret an MSC as a constraint at the possible behaviors of the system under consideration. More precisely, with every \( \alpha \in \langle \text{MSC} \rangle \) and every \( u \in \mathbb{N}_\infty \) we associate a set \( \langle \alpha \rangle_u \in \mathcal{P}((C \times S)^\infty \times \mathbb{N}_\infty) \); any element of \( \langle \alpha \rangle_u \) is a pair of the form \( (\varphi, t) \in (C \times S)^\infty \times \mathbb{N}_\infty \). The first constituent, \( \varphi \), of such a pair describes an infinite system behavior. \( u \) and the pair’s second constituent, \( t \), describe the time interval within which \( \alpha \) constrains the system’s behavior. Intuitively, \( u \) corresponds to the “starting time” of the behavior represented by the MSC; \( t \) indicates the time point when this behavior has finished. Hence, outside the time interval specified by \( u \) and \( t \) the MSC \( \alpha \) makes no statement whatsoever about the interactions and state changes happening in the system (cf. Figure 6).

Our motivation for using \( u \) as a parameter of the semantics, and for returning \( t \) as a “result” parameter in the semantics definition is twofold:

1. we view an individual MSC as a representation of (part of) a system execution. Without further information, MSCs do not contain explicit absolute timing information, we cannot say in advance at what time during the system execution the behavior modeled by an MSC starts; this explains parameter \( u \).

2. Similarly, because of the lack of explicit timing information (say, between two message occurrences), we cannot say in advance at what time the behavior modeled by an MSC is over; this explains parameter \( t \).

The use of the lower time-bound \( u \) as a parameter eases the semantics definition; sequential composition (see below) demonstrates this benefit.

**Definition 1 (Behavior “Beyond Infinity”)** To model that we cannot observe (or constrain) system behavior “beyond infinity” we define that for all \( \varphi \in (C \times S)^\infty \), \( \alpha \in \langle \text{MSC} \rangle \), and \( t \in \mathbb{N}_\infty \) the following two predicates hold:

\[
(\varphi, t) \in \langle \varphi \rangle_u \\
(\varphi \uparrow_{\infty}, t) \in \langle \varphi \rangle_u
\]

The behavior modeled by an MSC is independent of the time point at which the behavior starts, i.e. for all \( \varphi \in (C \times S)^\infty \), \( u, n \in \mathbb{N} \), \( t \in \mathbb{N}_\infty \), and \( \alpha \in \langle \text{MSC} \rangle \) we have:

\[
(\varphi, t + n) \in \langle \varphi \rangle_{u+n} \equiv (\varphi \uparrow n, t) \in \langle \varphi \rangle_u
\]

This means that our model is independent of absolute time.

We assume given a relation \( \text{MSCR} \subseteq \langle \text{MSCNAME} \rangle \times \langle \text{MSC} \rangle \), which associates MSC names with their interaction descriptions. We expect \( \text{MSCR} \) to be the result of parsing all of a given MSC document’s MSC
definitions. For every MSC definition \( \text{msc} \ X = \alpha \) in the MSC document we assume the existence of an entry \((X, \alpha)\) in \(MSCR\). For simplicity we require the MSC term associated with an MSC name via \(MSCR\) to be unique.

In the following paragraphs we define the MSC semantics by means of structural induction over the grammar from Section 3.2. Where appropriate we show the graphical notation corresponding to an element of the textual syntax.

**Empty MSC** For any time \( u \in \mathbb{N}_\infty \) empty describes arbitrary system behavior that starts and ends at time \( u \). Formally, we define the semantics of empty as follows:

\[
[\text{empty}]_u \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{ (\varphi, u) : \varphi \in (\hat{C} \times S)^\infty \}
\]

**Arbitrary Interactions** MSC any describes completely arbitrary system behavior; there is neither a constraint on the allowed interactions and state changes, nor a bound on the time until the system displays arbitrary behavior:

\[
[\text{any}]_u \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{ (\varphi, t) \in (\hat{C} \times S)^\infty \times \mathbb{N}_\infty : t \geq u \}
\]

any subsumes all possible behavior, i.e. for all \( \alpha \in \langle \text{MSC} \rangle \) we have:

\[
[\alpha]_u \subseteq [\text{any}]_u
\]

any has no direct graphical representation; we use it to resolve unbound MSC references (see below).

**Single Message** An MSC that represents the occurrence of message \( m \) on channel \( ch \) (cf. Figure 7 (a)) constrains the system behavior until the minimum time such that this occurrence has happened:

\[
[\text{ch} \cdot m]_u \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{ (\varphi, t) \in (\hat{C} \times S)^\infty \times \mathbb{N} : t = \min \{ v : v > u \land m \in \pi_1(\varphi).v.ch \} \}
\]

Because we disallow pairs \((\varphi, \infty)\) in \([\text{ch} \cdot m]_u\) we require the message to occur eventually (within finite time). This corresponds with the typical intuition we associate with MSCs: the depicted messages do occur within finite time.

We add the channel identifier explicitly to the label of a message arrow in the graphical representation; this is useful in situations where a component has more than one communication path to another component. The channel names used in message specifications, and the channel names appearing in an SSD (such as the one shown in Figure 5) must be consistent, i.e. a message can occur only on a channel between two components if such a channel exists in the corresponding SSD.

**Sequential Composition** The semantics of the semicolon operator is sequential composition: given two MSCs \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) the MSC \( \alpha ; \beta \) denotes that we can separate each system behavior in a prefix and a suffix such that \( \alpha \) describes the prefix and \( \beta \) describes the suffix (cf. Figure 7 (b)):

\[
[\alpha ; \beta]_u \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{ (\varphi, t) \in (\hat{C} \times S)^\infty \times \mathbb{N}_\infty : (\exists t' \in \mathbb{N}_\infty : (\varphi, t') \in [\alpha]_u \land (\varphi, t) \in [\beta]_v) \}
\]

**Guarded MSC** Let \( K \subseteq P \) be a set of instance identifiers. By \( p_K \) we denote a predicate over the state spaces of the instances in \( K \). Let \([p_K] \in \mathcal{P}(S)\) denote the set of states in which \( p_K \) holds. Then we define
the semantics of the guarded MSC \( p_K : \alpha \) as the set of behaviors whose state projection fulfills \( p_K \) at time \( u \), and whose interactions proceed as described by MSC \( \alpha \):

\[
[p_K : \alpha]_u \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{ (\varphi, t) \in [\pi]_u : \pi_2(\varphi) \cdot u \in [p_K] \}
\]

We require \( p_K \) to hold only at instant \( u \). This allows arbitrary state changes from time \( u \) on. In particular, at no other point within the time interval covered by \( \alpha \) can we assume that \( p_K \) still holds.

We can conjunct multiple guards of an MSC into a single one, i.e. for all \( p, q \in \langle \text{GUARD} \rangle \) and \( \alpha \in \langle \text{MSC} \rangle \) we have:

\[
p : (q : \alpha) \equiv_u (p \land q) : \alpha
\]

Moreover, the boolean constants true and false hold in all and none of the system’s executions, respectively, i.e. for all \( \alpha \in \langle \text{MSC} \rangle \) we have:

\[
[\text{true} : \alpha]_u = [\alpha]_u
\]

\[
[\text{false} : \alpha]_u = \emptyset
\]

As Figure 8 (a) shows, where \( K = \{X_1, \ldots, X_n\} \) for some \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), we use the condition symbol from MSC-96 to represent guards in MSCs. Put another way, we have assigned a meaning to conditions by treating them as guards. In the semantics for MSC-96 the meaning of conditions is void (cf. [IT96]).

**Alternative** An alternative denotes the union of the semantics of its two operand MSCs. The operands must be guarded MSCs; the disjunction of their guards must yield true. Thus, for \( \alpha = p : \alpha' \) and \( \beta = q : \beta' \) for \( \alpha', \beta' \in \langle \text{MSC} \rangle \) and \( p, q \in \langle \text{GUARD} \rangle \) with \( p \lor q \equiv \text{true} \) we define:

\[
[\alpha | \beta]_u \overset{\text{def}}{=} [\alpha]_u \cup [\beta]_u
\]

For guards \( p \) and \( q \) with \( p \land q \equiv \text{true} \) the alternative expresses a nondeterministic choice.

MSC-96 provides no means for guiding the choice among alternatives; this corresponds to setting both \( p \) and \( q \) to true in our definition. In the graphical representation of alternatives (cf. Figure 8 (b)) we add the guarding predicates after a colon to the keyword \textit{alt} in the respective compartment of the alternative box.

**Single Broadcast Message** The semantics of sending a broadcast message is as follows: the message is sent to the broadcast component \( bc \). Thereafter, the broadcast component sends the message to all remaining components in no particular order.

\[
[bch_{p, bc} \circ m]_u \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{ (\varphi, t) \in (\hat{C} \times S)_{\infty} \times \mathbb{N} : \\
(\exists t' \in \mathbb{N} :: (\varphi, t') \in [bch_{p, bc} \circ m]_u) \\
\land (\forall t' \in P \setminus \{p, bc\} :: (\exists t'' \in \mathbb{N} :: (\varphi, t'') \in [bch_{bc, p} \circ m]_{t''})) \\
\land t = \max\{t' \in \mathbb{N} : (\exists q \in P \setminus \{p, bc\} :: (\varphi, t') \in [bch_{bc, q} \circ m]_{t'})\}
\}
\]

The motivation for adding the channel identifier explicitly to the label of broadcast line in the graphical representation is twofold (cf. Figure 9 (a)).
1. The sender of the message is coded textually in addition to the graphical notation. Thereby the complete information of the graphical syntax is recorded textually.

2. The channel identifier will be useful when we want to extend our notation and semantics for multicast communication. Then we can easily distinguish different sets of components according to their respective communication “neighborhoods”.

References If an MSC named X exists in the given MSC document, i.e. there exists a pair \((X, \alpha) \in MSCR\) for some \(\alpha \in (MSC)\), then the semantics of a reference to \(X\) equals the semantics of \(\alpha\). Otherwise, i.e. if no adequate MSC definition exists, we associate the meaning of \textit{any} with the reference (cf. Figure 9 (b)):

\[
\rightarrow X_u \quad \begin{cases} 
[\alpha]_u & \text{if } (X, \alpha) \in MSCR \\
[\text{any}]_u & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

To identify \textit{any} with an unbound reference has the advantage that we can understand the binding of references as a form of refinement. This is an important asset to have in view of the seamless integration of Broadcast MSCs into the overall development process we have in mind (cf. Section 1).

4. Discussion

In the previous section, we have given a semantics for broadcast MSCs, based on the very general mathematical framework of \textit{Focus}. In the following, we discuss the adequacy of this semantic approach, address alternative solutions, and examine scalability issues.

Why this semantic model? A large number of suggestions for semantics definitions for MSCs are available in the literature. [IT98] defines the semantics for MSC-96 in a process-algebraic setting. In [Ren99] one of the contributors to [IT98] gives a thorough and accessible introduction to the history, syntax and semantics of MSC-96. In [GRG93, MR94, MR96, L95, AHP96, Ber97, KW98, DH99, MP00], to name just a few examples, the authors define and discuss various semantics of MSC dialects. The underlying semantic models include Petri nets, partial order models, process-algebraic terms, variants of state machines, and timed rewriting logic. Their focus is mainly the assignment of a semantics to individual MSCs, the discussion of different communication primitives, the detection of inconsistencies within MSC specifications and corresponding decidability issues, and the exploration of extensions to the standard MSC syntax and semantics. What is \textit{not} in the center of concern of most of these approaches is the integration of MSCs into the development process for distributed systems. The notion of behavioral refinement, for instance, enabling a systematic top-down design approach for MSCs, is not thoroughly addressed in the mentioned literature.

Our goal is to employ Broadcasting MSCs seamlessly across development phases during requirements capture as well as during implementation and verification. Therefore, we have chosen the flexible semantic framework of timed streams. This model enables us to map directly from the I/O-oriented graphical MSC notation to corresponding message sequences and I/O-relations on the semantic level. In addition, this semantic model captures interaction- and state-oriented behavior specifications coherently within a single mathematical framework.

Our MSC semantics is highly nondeterministic: even for a single message we leave open when exactly it gets transmitted. All that matters is the causal ordering between the depicted messages to capture the interaction pattern of interest. Basing our semantics on sets of streams and state valuations has the distinct advantage that we get an intuitive notion of refinement on Broadcast MSCs for free: we can say that MSC
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**Fig. 9.** MSC broadcast and reference
\( \alpha \) refines MSC \( \beta \) if \([\alpha]_u \subseteq [\beta]_u\). We refer the reader to [Krii00] for a description of corresponding syntactic refinement steps for MSCs that we can import directly for Broadcast MSCs.

Furthermore, our semantic model directly supports the transition from MSCs interpreted as scenarios (as we do here) to complete specifications for individual components; to that end we eliminate many of the nondeterministic choices in the semantics (as is described in detail in [BK98, Krii00]) and still maintain a refinement relationship between the resulting components and the MSCs from which they are derived.

**Introduction of a broadcast component at the semantic level** When we defined a representation of the concept of broadcasting within our stream-based semantics, we faced a number of choices. We could have, for instance, simply introduced broadcasting by connecting every component with every other component without an explicit broadcast component. However, this has several disadvantages. For complex scenarios, this would lead to an explosion of the number of channels. Furthermore, structural changes, such as adding a new component involved in some broadcast communication, require scattered changes within the semantic model. Whereas these drawbacks are invisible to the modeler of a system, they become quite relevant if we employ broadcast scenarios in the course of verification: they hinder, for example, the reuse of proofs in the case of changes or refinements of models.

A second choice for representing broadcasting would be to extend the underlying logic by a notion for a broadcast medium. Logics which can express broadcasting typically model communication based on the concept of events or actions instead of dedicated messages from one component to another (cf., for instance, [Lam94]). However, unlike streams, which model channels in our approach, such a concept significantly complicates the definition of clear component interfaces. This, in turn, complicates reasoning about a system in terms of the composition of its components. Thus, this approach would suffer from a serious lack of modularity.

A further benefit of the introduction of a broadcast component at the semantic level is that this directly corresponds with the treatment of broadcasting in implementation models: in [KP02], we present a design pattern which enables us to integrate broadcasting with the hierarchic decomposition of broadcast components into subcomponents, and which scales up to complex structures with multiple broadcast mediums.
Modeling complex scenarios with multiple "broadcast" mediums/multicasting Until now, we have only considered "pure" broadcast scenarios, where a set of components communicates by means of broadcasting in a sense that every component receives every broadcast message in the system. We could also think of more complex systems. For example, consider the MSCs in Figure 10 (a) and (b). In scenario (a), component $Q$ sends a message to all components except $P$, and $P$ emits a message which does not reach $S$. Scenario (b) shows $P$ being involved in a multicast. If both scenarios describe interaction patterns within the same system, we could interpret them straightforwardly as communication over two different broadcast mediums, one connecting $Q$, $R$, and $S$, and the second connecting $P$, $Q$, and $R$. However, this may lead to undesired consequences if we consider the scenario in Figure 10 (c): $Q$ sends a message to $R$, and $P$ does not appear in the MSC. Following the interpretation above, we have a third communication medium, connecting $Q$ and $R$. However, we could also have intended that we didn’t know the role of $P$ at the time we specified the MSC but we want to refine MSC in later development steps. In this case, both interpretations are conflicting.

To reconcile both views in the modeling of complex systems with multiple broadcast mediums, we suggest to add a channel name to specification of a broadcast message, as shown in Figure 10 (d). This notation makes the existence of multiple mediums explicit and allows also for the refinement of scenarios in the sense of Figure 10 (c). This extension can be used immediately in our semantic model: a broadcast channel defines the set of components involved in the interaction. We only need to insert this set into our semantics definition for broadcast messages. For example, at the semantic level the channel name $be2$ in Figure 10 (d) is mapped to the broadcast component $BC2$ and induces the set $Comp(be2)$, consisting of $P$, $Q$, $R$, and $BC2$. Thus, the semantics for the message $n2$ is defined as below:

$$[be_{P,BC2} \circ n2]_u \equiv \{(\varphi, t) \in (\hat{C} \times S)^\infty \times N :$$
$$\langle \hat{t}, t \rangle \in \mathbb{N} :: (\varphi, \hat{t}) \in [be_{P,BC2}\!\circ\! n2]_u,$$
$$\quad \land \forall \hat{t}' \in Comp(be2) \setminus \{P, BC2\} :: \langle \exists t'' \in \mathbb{N} :: (\varphi, t'') \in [be_{BC2}\!\circ\! n2]_u \rangle,$$
$$\quad \land t = \max \{t'' \in \mathbb{N} : \exists \hat{t} \in Comp(be2) \setminus \{P, BC2\} :: (\varphi, t'') \in [be_{BC2}\!\circ\! n2]_u \} \}$$

**Broadcasting in timed models** Although we have not considered time delay in the specification of broadcast messages from the modelers point of view so far, execution time is an essential parameter of our semantics for MSCs. In our semantics, broadcast messages are represented by a non-atomic construct (consisting of a set of independently sent messages) at the semantic level. From the point of view of real-time modeling, the question whether this representation leads to - undesired - differences in timed behavior is important. As we have stated above, our semantic model is highly nondeterministic with respect to the timing of messages. For example, in the semantics definition of a single message

$$[ch\!\circ\! m]_u \equiv \{(\varphi, t) \in (\hat{C} \times S)^\infty \times N : t = \min \{v : v > u \land m \in \tau_1(\varphi, v, ch)\} \}$$

the time at which the message actually occurs on channel $ch$ (parameter $t$) can be freely chosen. The only restrictions are that the message appears after finite time and later than time instant $u$. Whether it appears 5 seconds or 0.5 milliseconds after $u$ is left unspecified. Therefore, both sending of a single message and of a broadcast message, which involves two communication steps at the semantic level, can last equally long.

This model directly supports the specification of timing requirements: standard MSC syntax can be used for that by referencing the points where messages are emitted and read, both for single and broadcast messages. The integration of these mechanisms in our semantic model is straightforward: Time constraints would yield additional constraints on the parameter $t$, possibly w.r.t. $u$. Identifying and integrating an adequate set of timing constraints in Broadcast MSCs is subject to future development of our approach.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we have presented an extension to message sequence charts, which enables modeling of broadcast communication in interaction scenarios in a compact, precise and methodologically founded way. Our
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5 This requirement is expressed implicitly: The time instant of every single message in a stream is finite.
extension integrates seamlessly into the “standard” MSC syntax; p2p communication, broadcast, and multicast communication can be combined as desired.

Based on the mathematical framework Focus, we have defined a semantics for MSCs, which covers both standard MSCs, and our extensions for broadcasting. This approach has multiple advantages: timed streams provide a powerful notion of refinement. Together with the relaxed time model we have chosen (see Section 4), they enable us to provide a strong guidance for modelers by constructive refinement rules. These rules support the consistent, stepwise development of scenario specifications (for details on refinement rules, see [Kri00]). The flexibility of our semantic model also allows us to relate broadcast scenarios with other artifacts of a development process in a precise, clearly defined manner. This makes broadcast MSCs an integral part of a systematic development process.

Based on a carefully chosen subset of the extensive syntax for standard MSCs [IT96], extended by a notation for broadcast communication, Broadcast MSCs reconcile two important objectives: they scale up well to the specification of complex interaction scenarios, but not at the expense of added complexity of the semantics. Important extensions can be integrated easily into our approach: systems containing multiple broadcast mediums can be modeled by adding channel names. This is supported directly by our semantics. Additional constraints, such as timing information, can be specified by standard MSC syntax. Time is already an integral part of our semantics; the incorporation of timing constraints is an important aspect of future development of our approach.

Broadcast MSCs provide a powerful specification mechanism, which is not only capable for documenting requirements but is also an excellent starting point for the actual system design. In [KPS01a, KPS01b], and [KGSB09], we present algorithms, which allow us to derive a prototypic system architecture from broadcast MSCs in a fully automatic manner. Based on these algorithms and the semantic foundation presented in this paper, Broadcast MSCs are an essential building block of a development methodology for time critical embedded systems being currently developed in the project InTime.
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